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Abstract
Process Mining builds a bridge between the fields of Process Science and Data Science.
Data generated by a process is often covered in an Event log. One of the main sub-fields of
Process Mining is Conformance Checking, which aims to evaluate the quality of a process
model compared to an Event log. In Conformance Checking, computing alignments is a
common approach to compare a log trace and a model. As the calculation of alignments
can be time consuming, various approximation techniques exist. Recently, edit-distance
based techniques were introduced. While these techniques approximate the alignment
cost, they do not provide actual alignments. Multiple approaches exist that take traces
generated from a model, and compare one or multiple model traces to a log trace. In this
thesis, we propose a method to compare multiple model traces at the same time to a log
trace to receive an alignment approximation. Also, we show compression techniques to
improve our approach in terms of runtime. We evaluate our method on two real-life event
logs. The results indicate that improvements are possible, and depending on the shortest
path algorithm either comparing all traces at once to the log trace or comparing only one
trace at a time and taking the best result can be beneficial.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Processes are everywhere. Every single company in the world runs processes. A process
can be considered as a collection of activities that allows us, or a company, to achieve
a goal. Whenever we, as a customer, order something, no matter if at a food truck, at
an online market platform, or in a thrift shop, the company runs a process, from taking
the order, to the execution of the payment, to the delivery. In some cases, like the food
truck, these processes can be very quick and simple. In other cases, they can be very
complicated, including repeating behavior and parallel executions. [1]
Every process produces data that can be captured in an Event Log and then evaluated.
Of course, the amount of data can vary among the specific use case. For example, the
amount of data produced by the processes in the food truck could be rather small and less
insightful than the data produced by a large company that has many variants of the process. This data often includes information about the time when a specific event happened,
the employee who was responsible for the specific step, and much more. Given that this
event data contains detailed information regarding the historical execution of the process,
they serve as a perfect basis to derive meaningful actionable insights and knowledge of the
process, helping company leaders to take decisions and justify opinions.
The classical use case of these data sets is the task of process discovery, where process
models are derived from event log data. But this is not the only part of process mining.
Process mining also includes conformance checking, where a model is compared to an event
log to measure the conformity between both. The third, and final, part of process mining
is enhancement, where an existing process model is improved using information given in
the log. For example, it is possible to use timestamps from the log to find bottlenecks and
analyze the performance of parts of the process model. An overview of the techniques is
depicted in Fig. 1.1.
Conformance checking has a variety of applications in the real world. When receiving
two different process models for the same process, one might be interested to quantify
the quality of a model, for example to decide for one model over the other. Conformance
checking can generally be considered as the set of techniques to compare the behavior
of a model with the behavior of a log. Multiple techniques exist to perform the task
of conformance checking. The rather simple token-based replay [2] examines the quality
of a Petri net by tracking the number of tokens that have to be consumed or produced
1
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Figure 1.1: The three main types of process mining, i.e. process discovery, conformance
checking and process enhancement, schematically visualised in the context of the execution
of the process (adopted from [1])
when trying to replay a trace from a log on the Petri net. A very common approach is
to calculate alignments [3, 4]. Alignments are a way to measure the dissimilarity between
a trace from a log and a sequence of behavior in the language of a model. Roughly, one
tries to replay the log and the model at the same time, and measures the number of moves
in the log that are not followed by the model and vice versa. So, to calculate alignments
between a model and a log, every trace from the log has to be compared to the model to
find the minimum number of non-conforming moves. Dependent on the size of the log, this
process can be very time consuming, as some approaches have an exponential worst-case
runtime. [5]
The remainder of the section is organized as follows. In Section 1.1, we present the
motivation for our research. The general problem statement of this thesis is covered in
Section 1.2. Section 1.3 continues with the Research Questions that shape our work,
followed by Section 1.4 where we set goals of our work. In Section 1.5, we outline the
contribution of our work to the research topic. Finally, in Section 1.6, we present the
structure of the thesis.

1.1

Motivation

There exists a variety of techniques to approximate alignment costs [6–8]. However, none
of these approaches return an alignment as a direct result. They compute e.g. upper and
lower bounds on the alignment costs and thereby are able to approximate the costs of the
alignment. While it is possible for some approaches to calculate approximate alignments
by additional computations, they do not directly offer an actual alignment that would
provide more insight into the deviating parts of the log trace and the model.
Another approximation method is provided in [9], which considers a subset of the modeled
2
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Figure 1.2: The approach from [9]. A subset (MB ) of the modeled behavior (ϕv (SN )) is
considered to calculate conformance checking values. (Adopted from [9])
behavior to calculate approximate conformance checking values, as depicted in Fig. 1.2.
However, the approach presented in the paper does only consider one trace at a time.
The approximation of the alignment is basically a comparison between the best trace
from the set of generated traces, and the log trace. We would assume that comparing
multiple generated traces with the log trace at the same time could be beneficial in terms
of runtime.
In some fields, it is relevant to find fast approximations of alignments. The possibility
of calculating approximate alignments in close to no time could be used for interactive
process modeling, where a user gets instant feedback on changes he does to a model,
which would allow for a bridge between Visual Analytics and Process Mining. Moreover,
approximations could be used in the discovery process to improve results, as they would
allow to decide between submodels to receive an optimized result.

1.2

Problem Statement

Existing edit-distance based approaches do provide fast approximations of the alignment
cost, but they do not directly yield actual alignments. In this thesis, we cover the following
problem. Given a trace from a log and one or multiple traces generated from a model, we
aim to approximate the optimal alignment between the log trace and the model under a
similar temporal performance as edit-based approaches.

1.3

Research Questions

The problem statement given above can be divided into more specific research questions
that shape our work.
1. How is it possible to compute alignments based on subsets of the modeled behavior?
2. How can multiple model behaviors be combined in one single computation?
3. How to exploit commonalities between the modeled behavior and an Event log trace?
3
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1.4

Research Goals

The goals of our work are as follows:
1. We aim to propose a novel alignment approximation method that uses subsets of
the modeled behavior as an input.
2. We intend to introduce improvements on the approximation method that lead to a
shorter runtime or time complexity.
3. We plan to experimentally verify that the improved or non-improved approach indeed
leads to a shorter runtime compared to the well-known exact alignment computation
techniques.

1.5

Contribution

In this thesis, we introduce a method to calculate actual approximate alignments. Improving this basic approach, we present a mechanism to reduce the size of the state space
of a synchronous trace product net by compressing transitions, and furthermore by reducing the number of places and transitions in the multi trace net by combining places
and transitions that belong to the same prefix of a model trace. Moreover, we evaluate
whether it is beneficial to approximate alignments on all generated traces from a model at
once or use one trace at a time and choose the alignment approximation with the lowest
cost.

1.6

Thesis Structure

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we present related work.
After introducing some conventions for the notation and presenting the usual approach for
calculating alignments in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 continues with the approach that is used
in our experiments. In Chapter 5, we evaluate the approximation approaches concerning
different quality criteria. In Chapter 6, we give an overview of potential expansions of our
approach.

4
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Related Work
The general topic of our work lies in the field of process mining, which consists of process
discovery, enhancement and conformance checking. For a general overview of the field, we
refer to [1]. Our work belongs to the sub-field of conformance checking.
Over the years, several approaches for comparing the behavior of a model and a log have
been introduced. A general overview of these conformance checking techniques is given in
[10]. In this section, we limit us to the two main techniques of how to perform conformance
checking. One rather simple approach is the token-based replay, first presented in [2], where
a Petri net is compared to a log by the number of tokens that have to be consumed or
produced when replaying a trace from a log on a Petri net. The more advanced concept
of alignments, which we present in Chapter 3, where the difference between a trace and
a model is determined by the number of moves that are covered by the trace and not by
the model and vice versa, is introduced in [3].
There exist multiple approaches to compute alignments. The problem origins from the
field of computational biology, in which the first solutions to this problem were proposed,
e.g. in [11] where the authors show how to compute alignments by using Dijkstra and
A∗ algorithms for finding a shortest path in a graph. One of the first approaches towards
the calculation of optimal alignments in the field of process mining comes from [4], where
the author presents a heuristic function to implement the A∗ algorithm to find optimal
alignments as the solution to a shortest path problem. Further improvements to the
heuristic function were proposed. The authors of [12] present several improvements to
the A∗ algorithm, such as a better selection of states with the same optimal costs so far,
and reducing the paths to traverse by considering only one of the permutations of the
transitions in a path. This approach is also used to improve the performance of large-scale
experiments in [13]. In [5], the author provides a more efficient approach for calculating
alignments, in which he incrementally decomposes the log trace into smaller subtraces to
reduce the runtime to compute the heuristic function.
While calculating alignments can be very time consuming, there is a lot of research done
in the area of approximating alignments. When approximating for the purpose of reducing runtime, it is often necessary to simplify a component of the initial problem of
calculating alignments. Some approaches are based on a simplification of the model. One
example for this variant is [8], where the authors show how to partition process models
5
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into smaller submodels to improve the performance of conformance checking algorithms
on large datasets. It is extended in [14] with a iterating procedure that adds a merging
step after the partitioning to receive a higher accuracy of the approximation, so-called iterative conformance checking. Other approaches simplify the shortest path algorithm that
is usually required when calculating alignments. [15] presents an approximation scheme
that simplifies the ILPs in the metric of the A∗ algorithm for the approximation of alignment costs. It is also possible to reduce the possible behavior of the model. This idea of
approximating alignment cost by a few number of traces generated from a model is for
example mentioned in [9]. A similar approach is covered in [6], where the authors sample
some traces from a log to approximate the approximate the overall fitness of the log and
the model.
An important application of approximation techniques is conformance checking in an online scenario. Due to time and space constraints in such a scenario, i.e. an on-line algorithm
should have constant runtime, often makes it impossible to calculate exact values. In [16],
the author presents an approach to approximate alignment costs in an on-line manner,
calculating the approximation in constant time on streaming data by converting a Petri
Net into a so-called Online Conformance Transition System. The same author presents
in [17] another approach for online Conformance checking by introducing new metrics
and using behavioural patterns, i.e. using relations between the events such as the weakorder relation. In [18], the authors show how to perform online conformance checking by
incrementally calculating so-called prefix alignments, which are a variant of alignments
that do not require a complete firing sequence to the final marking of the Petri net.
Instead, they require a firing sequence such that, after being executed, from the then
received marking, the final marking is reachable. The authors of [19] present an approach
that incrementally expands the search space in which the shortest path problem is solved
to compute prefix alignments.

6
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Preliminaries
In this section, we provide an overview of the concepts and ideas on which our work is
based. Beginning with basic mathematical concepts, we cover Event Logs, Petri Nets and
alignments and their computation.

3.1

Mathematical concepts

We begin by defining some mathematical concepts that we use in further definitions. A
set is a collection of objects in which each element is either present or not. A Cartesian
product is a set of ordered tuples of the members of the sets it is defined on.
Definition 3.1 (Cartesian product). Let X1 , . . . , Xn be sets. The Cartesian product
X1 × . . . × Xn is defined as the set {(x1 , . . . , xn ) | x1 ∈ X1 , . . . , xn ∈ Xn } of n-tuples.
In the following, we denote by N the set of all natural numbers (including 0). Accordingly,
N>0 denotes the set of all natural numbers except 0. R refers to the set of all real numbers
(including ∞).
To be able to refer to specific elements of a tuple directly, we define projections. This
projection allows us to extract the i-th element from a tuple.
Definition 3.2 (Projection). Let x=(x1 , . . . , xn ) ∈ X1 × . . . × Xn for n ∈ N>0 . We define
the projection on i as πi (x)=xi for 1≤i≤n.
In real-world applications, we often cannot assume that only unique elements occur. However, the concept of a set would expect the membership to be binary, i.e. multiplicities are
not supported. Hence, we use an extension of the definition of a set, allowing for multiple
entries of a single element. Formally, we define a multi-set as a function mapping each
element from the multi-set to its number of occurrences.
Definition 3.3 (Multi-set). A multi-set over a set X describes a collection of elements
from X which allows multiple occurrences of the same element. Formally, a multi-set over
X is a function m : X → N that assigns to each element x ∈ X the number of occurrences
of x in the multi-set. The universe of all multi-sets over X is denoted by B(X).
We represent a multi-set by a notation that is closer to the usual notation of a set. Given
m(x )
m(x )
finite set X={x1 , . . . , xn }, we denote a multi-set m over X by [x1 1 , . . . , xn n ]. For
example, the multi-set m : {a, b} → N, m(a) = 2, m(b) = 1 is denoted by [a2 , b1 ] and
7
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consists of two a and one b. When m(x) = 1 for x ∈ X, we often leave the exponent out.
Hence, we would also write [a2 , b] for [a2 , b1 ]. For m(x) = 0, we leave the element out, so
we write [a2 ] instead of [a2 , b0 ].
In some cases, we combine the elements from two multi-sets into one. For that, we define
the sum of two multi-sets, which adds up the number of occurrences of the elements in
both multi-sets.
Definition 3.4 (Sum of multi-sets [13]). The sum of two multi-sets m1 , m2 ∈B(X) is
defined as the multi-set m1 ]m2 , such that ∀x∈X : m1 (x)+m2 (x) = (m1 ]m2 )(x).
For example, [a2 , b1 ]][a1 , b2 ] = [a3 , b3 ].
A sequence can be considered as an collection of objects in a specific order. We use this
concept instead of similar concepts like tuples to underline the importance of the order of
the objects inside.
Definition 3.5 (Sequence). Let X be a set. A sequence of length n over X is a function
s : {1, . . . , n} → X. We also denote a sequence s by hs(1), . . . , s(n)i. We denote the set of
all sequences over X as X ∗ . The empty sequence is denoted as hi.
To show that a specific element x∈X is part of a sequence s∈X ∗ , formally
∃i∈{1, . . . , n} : s(i) = x, we write x∈s, overloading the notation of membership in a set.
The concatenation of sequences σ1 =hσ11 , . . . , σ1m i and σ2 =hσ21 , . . . , σ2n i is defined as
σ1 ·σ2 = hσ11 , . . . , σ1m , σ21 , . . . , σ2n i.
Let σ = hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ X ∗ and f be a function over X. Overloading the notation, we
define f (σ)=hf (x1 ), . . . , f (xn )i.
In the following, for a sequence σ ∈ X ∗ over a set X, let σ1...i = hσ(1), . . . , σ(i)i denote
the first i elements of σ for 1 ≤ i ≤ |σ|. Let σ1...0 = hi for any σ ∈ E ∗ . Analogous,
σi...|σ| = hσ(i), . . . , σ(|σ|)i denotes the sequence starting at the i-th element of σ, and
σ|σ|+1...|σ| = hi.
The main part of our approach presented in Chapter 4 is the compression of synchronizing
transitions on the same prefix or suffix. Therefore, we define a function that returns the
longest common prefix and suffix of two sequences.
Formally, we define the function
LCP : X ∗ × X ∗ → X ∗ , LCP (σ, σ 0 ) = σ1...i with 0≤i≤ min(|σ|, |σ 0 |)
0
0
s.t. σ1...i =σ1...i
and @j : i<j≤ min(|σ|, |σ 0 |) ∧ σ1,...,j =σ1...j

that returns the longest common prefix of two sequences.
Accordingly, the function
LCS : X ∗ × X ∗ → X ∗ , LCS(σ, σ 0 ) = σ|σ|−i...|σ| with 0≤i≤ min(|σ|, |σ 0 |)
0
0
0
s.t. σ|σ|−i...|σ| =σ|σ
0 |−i...|σ 0 | and @j : i<j≤ min(|σ|, |σ |) ∧ σ|σ|−j...|σ| =σ|σ 0 |−j...|σ 0 |

returns the longest common suffix of two sequences.
We extend the definition of a tuple projection to also cover sequences, which allows us to
extract the i-th element from a sequence.
8
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Definition 3.6 (Sequence projection [13]). For 1≤i≤n, the projection of a sequence
m
σ∈(X1 × . . . × Xn )∗ , such that σ = h(x11 , . . . , x1n ), . . . , (xm
1 , . . . , xn )i
is defined as πi∗ (σ) = hx1i , . . . , xm
i i.
Moreover, we define an operator that allows us to keep only the elements from a subset of
the underlying set of the sequence in this sequence.
Definition 3.7 (Sequence filter [13]). Given a sequence x = hx1 , . . . , xn i ∈ X ∗ and Y ⊆ X,
we define the sequence
filter ↓Y : X ∗ → Y ∗ recursively as ↓Y (hi) = hi and
(
x· ↓Y (σ) x ∈ Y
↓Y (hxi · σ) =
.
↓Y (σ)
x 6∈ Y
We write σ↓Y instead of ↓Y (σ).

3.2

Event Logs

In this section, we define the notion of an event log. The execution of a process is often
captured by means of events. Several events, together, constitute a recorded process
instance. An instance of a process is often executed in the context of a certain case. A
trace is the sequential ordering of events. When considering data in the context of our
work, we always assume that the data is already available in the form of an event log.
Most importantly, we always assume that an event log contains traces and events from
only one single process. Excluding traces from other processes from an Event Log can be
done as a preprocessing step.
The smallest entity of an Event Log is an event. In the real world, an event can be any
happening that arises in the context of a process. Formally, we assume an event to be a
unique identifier together with some properties. We define it as a function, assigning each
property to the respective property identifier.
Definition 3.8 (Event). Let P ∈ P be a subset of the possible property identifiers, and R
denote the set of ranges that those properties could take. An event is a (partial) function
e : P 9 R.
We denote the universe of events as E.
In the following, we assume that each event has a property activity and a property
timestamp. The property id forms a unique identifier. We refer to events by their
activity key, ignoring the fact that this reference is not necessarily unique. The universe
of all acitivity keys is denoted as A.
A trace can be considered as a selection of events in a timely order, so we would always
assume that if event e1 comes before e2 in a trace, than the timestamp e1 (timestamp)
describes the same or an earlier date and time as e2 (timestamp). A case is the "execution"
of a trace, i.e. a case consists of a trace as one property, among others to uniquely define
cases that share the same trace.
Definition 3.9 (Trace, Case). A trace is a sequence σ ∈ E ∗ . The empty trace is denoted
as the empty sequence. Let P ⊆ P be a subset of the possible property identifiers such
that trace∈P , and let R denote the set of ranges that those properties could take. A case
over a trace σ is a function c : P 9 R such that c(trace) = σ. The universe of cases is
denoted by C.
9
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Table 3.1: An excerpt from an example Event Log
Case id
···
42
43
44
···

trace
···
ha, b, ci
ha, a, bi
ha, bi
···

Note that we assume that each event only appears in at most one case. In the following,
we uniquely identify each case by the combination of the trace and a case identifier. We
refer to cases by their trace, to whose events we refer by their activity key, ignoring the
fact that this reference is not necessarily unique. [1]
An Event Log is then a collection of cases, such that each case appears at most once in
the log.
Definition 3.10 (Event Log). An event log L∈P(C) is a set of cases.
When referring to a case by its trace, we can also define an Event log as a multi-set of
sequences over events in E, so L ∈ B(E ∗ ). In the real world, an Event log often appears
in the form of a table, e.g. as a csv file or in a database. An example of an event log in
the form of a table can be seen in table 3.1. Assuming the data to appear in this form,
we can apply process mining techniques to generate process models, e.g. Petri Nets, as
presented in the next section.

3.3

Petri Nets

Of the variety of different process models, for the purpose of our work, it is sufficient to
regard Petri nets. For the purpose of a clearer notation, we will make use of a concept
that extends the common definition of a Petri net by transition labels, called a Labelled
Petri net.
An example Petri net is depicted in Fig. 3.1. It consists of places, which are visualized as
circles, and transitions, which are illustrated as squares. A marking is used to represent
the state of a system modeled as a Petri net. Currently, only place p0 holds a token. So,
the current marking consists of one token in p0 and no tokens in p1 ,p2 and p3 . A sequence
is replayed by a Petri net by firing transitions to move tokens from the start place to the
end place. In the example Petri net, because each preceding place of t1 , which is just p0 ,
contains a token, it would be now possible to fire transition t1 , which would consume a
token in each preceding places, so in p0 , and produce one token in p1 , which is the only
succeeding place.
Definition 3.11 ((Labelled) Petri Net [13]). A Petri net is a triplet N =(P, T, F ), where P
is a finite set of places, T a finite set of transitions such that P ∩T =∅, F ⊆(P ×T )∪(T ×P )
is a finite set of directed arcs from exactly one place to exactly one transition or vice-versa.
A labelled Petri net is a tuple N =(P, T, F, λ) such that (P, T, F ) is a Petri net and
λ : T → A ∪ {τ } is the labelling function, where τ 6∈ A represents the unobservable label.
A marking M ∈B(P ) is a multiset of places, such that M (p) represents the amount of
10
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t1

t4

a

c

p0

p1

t3

p2

p3

b
t2

t5

f

f
Figure 3.1: An example Petri net N1

tokens that is present in p.
A Petri Net can also be regarded as a directed bipartite graph G=(V, E) with V =P ∪ T ,
and E=F . Let N be a Petri net and m be a marking of that Petri net, we denote a marked
Petri net by (N, m).
For a Petri net N =(P, T, F, λ), for x∈P ∪T we define •x={y ∈ P ∪ T | (y, x)∈F } as the set
of predecessors of x. Accordingly, the set of successors of x is denoted by x•={y∈P ∪ T |
(x, y) ∈ F }. A transition t ∈ T is enabled in a marking m if ∀p∈ • t(m(p) > 0), i.e. each
predecessor place has at least one token. [13]
When firing an transition t that is enabled in a marking m, we obtain a new marking m0 ,
such that



m(p) − 1 p ∈ •t, p 6∈ t•
0
m (p) = m(p) + 1 p ∈ t•, p 6∈ •t


m(p)
(p ∈ •t, p ∈ t•) or (p 6∈ •t, p 6∈ t•)
So, from each predecessor place, there is a token consumed, and on each successor place,
there is a token produced.
If firing each transition from a sequence of transitions ht1 , . . . , tn i ∈ T ∗ leads from one
ht1 ,...,tn i

marking m to a marking m0 in Petri net N , we write (N, m) −−−−−→ (N, m0 ). We call
ht1 ,...,tn i

R(N, m)={m0 | ∃σ∈T ∗ : (N, m) −−−−−→ (N, m0 )} the set of reachable markings from
(N, m).
Soundness is a property of Workflow nets, which are a subclass of Petri nets that have
a unique start- and endplace and which are strongly connected when adding a transition
from the endplace to the startplace. Soundness is often used as a correctness criterion.
Here, we take this concept also for a marked Petri net, as we assume that it has a clear
set of start- and endplaces. A sound Petri net represents a correct process, i.e. it does
not include deadlocks, the final marking is always reachable, and no tokens are left in the
Petri net once the final marking is reached.
Definition 3.12 (Soundness [1]). A labelled Petri net N =(P, T, F, λ) with initial marking
mi and final marking mf is sound, if the following conditions hold:
• (safeness): for all reachable markings m from (N, mi ) it holds that ∀p∈P : m(p) ≤ 1.
• (proper completion): for all reachable markings m from (N, mi ) it holds that if
∀p∈P : mf (p) ≤ m(p), then mf = m.
11
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• (option to complete): for all reachable markings m from (N, mi ), mf is reachable
from (N, m).
• (absence of dead parts): for all t ∈ T , there exists a reachable marking m such that
∀p∈ • t : m(p) ≥ 0
In the following, we assume each (labelled) Petri net to be sound.

3.4

Alignments

Conformance checking is one of the three main goals in process mining, i.e. it aims to
find common and deviating behavior between the behavior described in a log and the
behavior described by a process model. Among Token-based Replay and comparing footprints, calculating alignments between a log trace and a model is one of the most common
conformance checking techniques. Alignments allow us to explain behavior recorded in an
event log in terms of behavior modeled by a Petri net.
Aligning a log trace with a model means relating moves in the log with firing transitions in
the model. In an alignment, we search for the minimum number of moves such that both
the log trace is fully replayed and the firing transitions lead from the initial to the final
marking in the model. A move is only allowed when the transition label and the activity
in the trace are the same. When that is not the case, either the log or the model cannot
perform a move. In the following, we denote this by . Formally, we define an alignment
as
Definition 3.13 (Alignment [13]). Let σ ∈ A∗ be a trace. Let N = (P, T, F, λ) be a
labelled Petri net with initial marking mi ∈ B(P ) and final marking mf ∈ B(P ). Let
6∈ A ∪ T . A sequence γ ∈ ((A ∪ {}) × (T ∪ {}))∗ is an alignment if:
1. ((π1 (γ))↓A = σ, i.e. the event part of the alignment simulates trace σ
((π2 (γ))↓

T
2. (N, mi ) −−−−−−→
(N, mf ), i.e. the movements in the model correspond to a firing
sequence in the model leading from the initial to the final marking

3. (, ) 6∈ γ, i.e. a move consisting of just two skip symbols is not allowed
4. (x, y) ∈ γ for x6=  and y6=  only if x = λ(y)
We let Γ(N, σ, mi , mf ) denote the set of all possible alignments of Petri net N and trace
σ given initial marking mi and final marking mf .
An optimal alignment with respect to an execution sequence is an alignment that minimizes
a given cost function c : (A ∪ {}) × (T ∪ {}) → R for a specific model execution
sequence. The optimal alignment with respect to a model is an alignment that minimizes
the given cost function for any model execution sequence. Formally, we denote the cost of
P|γ|
an alignment γ∈Γ(N, σ, mi , mf ) when applying a cost function c as κc (γ) = i=1 c(γ(i)).
The optimal alignment is then γc∗ ∈ arg minγ∈Γ(N,σ,mi ,mf ) κc (γ). Remark that the optimal
alignment is not necessarily unique.
The choice of the cost function is generally free and dependent on the respective use
case.
12
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γ1 =

a
t1

b
t3

c
t4

and

γ2 =

a
t1

b
t3


t5

c


Figure 3.2: Example alignments for σL and Petri net N1
In our work, we use the standard cost function [13]
c : (A ∪ {}) × (T ∪ {}) → R,
c(x, y) =




1

x ∈ A ∧ y = or x = ∧y ∈ T ∧ λ(y) 6= τ
0 x ∈ A ∧ y ∈ T ∧ x = λ(y) or x 6= ∧λ(y) = τ


∞ otherwise

by which we assure that the optimal alignment uses as many synchronized moves as
possible.
As an example, assume a log trace σ = ha, b, ci and let model N1 be the Petri net from Fig.
3.1. We then have example alignments as depicted in Fig. 3.2. Given the standard cost
function c, we have that κc (γ1 ) = 0 and κc (γ1 ) = 2. Note that γ1 is optimal for c.

3.4.1

Computation of Alignments

To be able to compute aligments, we need to build a Petri net which only allows for one
firing sequence from the initial to the final marking, such that the labels of the transitions
correspond to the log trace for which we calculate the alignment. A Petri net that holds
this condition is called a trace net.
Definition 3.14 (Trace net [20]). Given an arbitrary non-empty trace σ ∈ A∗ . A trace
net is a Petri net N σ = (P σ , T σ , F σ , λσ ) with initial marking mσi and final marking mσf
such that
• P σ = {pi | 0 ≤ i ≤ |σ|}
• T σ = {ti | 1 ≤ i ≤ |σ|}
• F σ = {(pi , ti+1 | 0 ≤ i ≤ |σ|)} ∪ {(ti , pi ) | 1 ≤ i ≤ σ}
• λσ (ti ) = σ(i), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ |σ|, where σ(i) refers to the i-th element in σ
• mσi = [p0 ]
• mσf = [p|σ| ]
For σ = ha, b, ci, we obtain the trace net N σ as depicted in Fig. 3.3. Remark that a trace
net is sound by construction.
Being able to simulate the behavior of a trace σ in a Petri net, we define how alignments
can be calculated.
We therefore show how to translate the problem of finding an optimal alignment for a
trace and a model into a shortest path problem in the state space of a Petri net that is
able to simulate both the behavior of the trace and the model at the same time.
13
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Figure 3.3: The trace net N σ for σ = ha, b, ci with the initial marking mσi
(adopted from [20])
Definition 3.15 (Petri net Product [13]). Let N = (P, T, F, λ) and N 0 = (P 0 , T 0 , F 0 , λ0 ),
such that P ∩ P 0 = ∅ and T ∩ T 0 = ∅. The Petri net product of N and N 0 (short N ⊗ N 0 )
is then defined as the Petri net N ⊗ N 0 = (P ⊗ , T ⊗ , F ⊗ , λ⊗ ) such that:
• P⊗ = P ∪ P0
• T ⊗ = (T × {}) ∪ ({} × T 0 ) ∪ {(t, t0 ) ∈ T × T 0 | λ(t) = λ0 (t0 ) 6=}
• F ⊗ = {(p, (t, t0 )) ∈ P ⊗ × T ⊗ | (p, t) ∈ F ∨ (p, t0 ) ∈ F 0 } ∪ {((t, t0 ), p) ∈ T ⊗ × P ⊗ |
(t, p) ∈ F ∨ (t0 , p) ∈ F 0 }
• λ⊗ : T ⊗ → (A ∪ {τ } ∪ {}) × (T 0 ∪ {}) (assuming 6∈ A ∪ {τ } and 6∈ T 0 ∪ {τ }),
such that:
– λ⊗ (t, ) = (λ(t), ) for t ∈ T
– λ⊗ (, t) = (, t0 ) for t0 ∈ T 0
– λ⊗ (t, t0 ) = (λ(t), t0 ) for t ∈ T, t0 ∈ T 0
Let mi and mf be initial and final marking of N , and accordingly m0i and m0f be the initial
⊗
0
0
and final marking of N 0 . Then, m⊗
i = mi ] mi is the initial and mf = mf ] mf is the
σ
final marking. As an example, the Petri net product N ⊗ N1 is depicted in Fig. 3.4.
A Synchronous Product net is the Petri net product of a Trace net N σ and a Petri net N . A
Synchronous Product net between a trace and a sound Petri net is sound by construction.
Hence, the final marking is always reachable. As every firing sequence in the synchronous
product net leading from the initial marking to the final marking yields an alignment, the
problem of finding an alignment is equivalent to the problem of finding a path from the
initial to the final marking in the reachability graph of the synchronous product net. This
reachability problem is decidable. [13]
The reachability graph of a petri net N consists of the initial marking and all markings
that can be reached from the initial marking as nodes. There is an edge from a marking
m1 to a marking m2 if and only if there is an enabled transition in (N, m1 ) that, when
fired, leads from m1 to the marking m2 .
Accordingly, finding an optimal alignment corresponds to finding a shortest path in the
state space with respect to some cost function c.
One way to solve the shortest path problem is to apply Dijkstra’s algorithm [21] on the
reachability graph, which provides an optimal solution with respect to the cost function.
Dijkstra’s algorithm is a greedy algorithm that from a given start node, calculates the
distance to all neighbors of this node and continues with this procedure on the node
closest to the start node with respect to the cost function.
Another approach is the A∗ -algorithm [22]. It uses information about the approximate
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Figure 3.4: The Petri net product of trace net N σ and Petri net N1 .
distance of a node to the goal to improve the choice of nodes to expand to. For that
reason, it belongs to the class of informed search algorithms. The approximate distance
to the goal is represented by a heuristic function h(n) that estimates the cost to reach the
final state from the current state. The A∗ -algorithm is admissible, i.e. it guarantees to
find a shortest path, if the heuristic function always underestimates the actual distance to
the goal, i.e. in our case the final marking. Informally, the heuristic function in this case
describes a minimal solution to the number of moves that have to be done to reach a final
marking. For Petri nets, we define a heuristic function as
Definition 3.16 (Petri net based heuristic function [13]). Let N = (P, T, F, λ) be a
labelled Petri net. A heuristic function hN is a function hN : B(P ) × B(P ) → R≥0 .
With an instantiation of such a heuristic function, it is now possible to find a shortest path
in the state space following the common A∗ approach, which on a synchronous product
net N S = (P S , T S , F S , λS ) with initial marking mSi and final marking mSf roughly works
as follows:
1. From all markings in the list of known, but not expanded nodes, pick a marking m
S
such that f (m) = g(m) + hN (m, mSf ) is minimal, where g(m) is the actual cost to
reach m from mSi .
t

2. Expand m, i.e. for each adjacent marking m0 , i.e. ∃t ∈ T S (m →
− m0 , compute
S
hN (m0 , mSf ) and set g(m0 ) ← min(g(m0 ), g(m) + cS (t))
S

The heuristic function hN that we use in our experiments is based on the state equation
of Petri nets, which allows us to cover marking changes in the net algebraically. The A∗
approach and the heuristic function is covered in more detail in [4].
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Figure 3.5: The reachability graph of N σ ⊗ N1 from Fig. 3.4.
Finally, to derive the alignment from an optimal firing sequence σ 0 of the synchronous
product net, we make use of the labelling function of the synchronous product net.
So, if we observe a transition of the form (t, ) with t ∈ T σ , we know it originates from a
log move, which we can obtain by evaluating (λσ (t), ). If we observe a transition of the
form (, t0 ), we know it relates to a model move, which we denote as (, t0 ). Analogous,
a transition of the form (t, t0 ) ∈ T S with t 6= and t0 6= corresponds to the synchronous
move (λσ (t), t0 ). [13]
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Alignment approximation using
subsets of the model behavior
Calculating optimal alignments can be very time consuming. For some use cases, it is
sufficient to only calculate an approximation of the optimal alignment, if the approximation
takes significantly less time then the exact calculation would take.

Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of the input artefacts, computation tools and output
artefacts of exact alignment calculation approaches and of our approximation approaches
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In this chapter, we present an adaption of the Synchronous Product net that takes as input
a log trace and, instead of a Petri net, takes one or multiple traces generated of that net
as input. The Product net is then used to calculate an approximation of the alignment
between the log trace and the Petri net. A schematic overview of this approximation
techniques is depicted in Fig. 4.1. Additionally, we show how to reduce the number
transitions in the Synchronous Product net described above, to reduce the runtime for
calculating the alignment approximation. For further improvements, we show how to
reduce both the number of places and transitions.

4.1

Adapted Definition of the Synchronous Product Net

In this section, we show how to adapt the defintion to enable the synchronous product net
to allow for calculating alignments between one trace and a set of traces. As presented
in Chap. 3, the synchronous product net allows only for the product of one trace and a
model. In this section, we extend the definition of a synchronous product net to also cover
the case of one trace net coming from a log trace with one or multiple traces generated
from a model, by defining another model, namely a multi model trace net, that models
the behavior of multiple traces.
Definition 4.1 (Multi model trace net). Let N = (P, T, F, λ) be a labelled Petri net. Let
∅ ⊂ Σ ⊆ T ∗ be a set of firing sequences from N with hi 6∈ Σ. We define the multi model
trace net of Σ as a labelled Petri net N Σ = (P Σ , T Σ , F Σ , λΣ ) where:
• P Σ = {pσi | σ ∈ Σ, 1 ≤ i ≤ |σ| − 1} ∪ {p0 , p⊥ }
• T Σ = {tσi | σ ∈ Σ, 1 ≤ i ≤ |σ|}
• F Σ = {(p0 , tσ1 ) | σ ∈ Σ} ∪ {(tσ|σ| , p⊥ ) | σ ∈ Σ} ∪ {(tσi , pσi ) | σ ∈ Σ, 1 ≤ i ≤ |σ| − 1} ∪
|σ|

|σ|

{(pi , ti+1 ) | σ ∈ Σ, 1 ≤ i ≤ |σ| − 1}
• λΣ (tσi ) = σ(i), where σ(i) refers to the i-th element in σ
• mΣ
i = [p0 ]
• mΣ
f = [p⊥ ]
An example multi model trace net for firing sequences ht1 , t3 , t5 i and ht2 , t3 , t4 i generated
from N1 from Fig. 3.1 is depicted in Fig. 4.7.
This multi model trace net allows for the simulation of the behavior of multiple traces
at the same time. In this basic version, the first fired transition decides which trace to
follow. In the next section, we will present an approach to further reduce the number of
places and transitions in the multi model trace net, to avoid the simulation of behavior
that occurs in multiple traces at the same time by more than one transition and place. A
synchronous trace product net between a log trace σ and a set of model traces Σ is then the
Petri net N σ ⊗ N Σ . For example, in Fig. 4.3, we depict the synchronous trace product
net between N σ from Fig. 3.3 and N Σ from Fig. 4.7.
Analogous to the definition of soundness in Chapter 3, a multi model trace net is sound
by construction. Hence, the final marking is always reachable, and we can solve the shortest path problem in the state space with the shortest path finding algorithms presented
before.
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Figure 4.2: An example multi model trace net N Σ for Σ = {ht1 , t3 , t5 i, ht2 , t3 , t4 i} generated
from N1
Theorem 4.1. Let N = (P, T, F, λ) be a Petri net. Let σ ∈ E ∗ and ∅ =
6 Σ ⊆ T ∗ be a set
of firing sequences leading from the initial to the final marking in N with hi 6∈ Σ. Any
firing sequence in the synchronous trace product net N σ ⊗ N Σ leading from the initial to
the final marking yields an alignment between σ and N .
Proof. Let γ = ht1 , . . . , tn i be a firing sequence in N σ ⊗ N Σ . We show that γ meets the
conditions of an alignment as presented in Definition 3.13.
We derive the alignment from the synchronous trace product net as follows: If we observe
a transition of the form (t, ), we know it originates from a log move, which we can obtain
by evaluating (λσ (t), ). If we observe a transition of the form (, txi ), we know it relates
to the model move (, ti ). Analogous, a transition of the form (t, txi ) corresponds to the
synchronous move (λσ (t), ti ).
By construction of the trace net, it already holds that ((λσ (π1 (γ))))↓E = σ and hence,
condition 1 holds.
Each x ∈ Σ is a firing sequence from the initial to the final marking of N . By construction
of the multi model trace net, ((π2 (γ))↓T = x for a x ∈ Σ. Hence, the model moves
correspond to a firing sequence in N leading from the initial to the final marking, so
condition 2 holds.
No transition (, ) exists in the synchronous trace product net, thereby (, ) 6∈ γ.
By construction of the Petri net product, synchronizing transitions of the form (x, y) with
x 6= and y 6= appear only if λσ (x) = λ(y), so by construction of the Product net,
condition 4 holds.
Theorem 4.2. Let N = (P, T, F, λ) be a Petri net. Let σ ∈ E ∗ and ∅ =
6 Σ ⊆ T ∗ be a set
of firing sequences from N with hi 6∈ Σ. The computed alignment γ, yielded by a shortest
path in the state space of N σ ⊗ N Σ , is optimal for the collection of model behavior Σ and
a cost function c.
Proof. As already shown in 4.1, every path in the state space of N σ ⊗ N Σ yields an
alignment. Then, by construction of the synchronous trace product net, a shortest path
in the state space with respect to c yields an alignment with minimal cost. Thus, this
alignment is optimal with respect to c and Σ.
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Figure 4.3: An example synchronous trace product net between a trace net N σ with
σ = ha, b, ci and a multi model trace net N Σ with Σ = {ht1 , t3 , t5 i, ht2 , t3 , t4 i} generated
from N1

4.2

Prefix and Suffix Compression on the Synchronous Trace
Product net

In the synchronous trace product net as defined in the last subsection, there are synchronized transitions that can be combined into one to reduce the number of transitions in the
net.
When a prefix of the log trace and one of the model traces is the same, there are synchronizing transitions in the Synchronous Trace Product net synchronizing the respective
log and model moves. It is possible to prove that there always exists a shortest path
in the Synchronous Trace Product net that uses all of the prefix or suffix synchronizing
transitions. Hence, the path search problem in the state space of the Product net can be
simplified by compressing these transitions, i.e. instead of creating synchronous transitions for each of the transitions, we combine all synchronous transitions into one transition
allowing to jump both prefixes or suffixes synchronously.
A naive approach is to compress on the whole prefix and suffix. When the longest common
prefix and suffix of a log trace and a model trace overlap on exactly one of both traces,
it is possible that the optimal solution of this compressed synchronous product net has a
higher cost than the optimal solution of the original non-compressed synchronous product
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net. An example of this phenomenon can be found in Figure 4.4. Remark that, for better
readability, we decided to label the model and synchronizing transitions with the label
of the model transition and not with the name as defined for the synchronous product
net, i.e. we use (, λ(ti )) instead of the transition name (, ti ). As can be seen from
the example, synchronizing on the whole prefix and suffix yields a non-optimal solution.
In the non-compressed version, the shortest path with respect to the standard cost function uses two log transitions, namely tσ3 and either tσ2 or tσ4 . For the compressed version,
the shortest path with respect to the standard cost function an additional model and log
transition, which is either tσ1 and taba
or tσ5 and taba
1
3 , which is due to the missing synchronizing transition on both, because they are compressed into the prefix or suffix transition
respectively. To solve this problem, still all synchronizing transitions from the longest
common prefix are compressed, and the synchronizing transitions from the suffix are only
compressed such that the predessing places of the suffix transitions are reachable from the
prefix transition. The correctness of this approach directly follows from the correctness of
the overall compression (Theorem 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: The Synchronous Trace Product net N σ ⊗ N Σ , a prefix and suffix optimized
Synchronous Trace Product net that does not allow for the same optimal solution, and the
prefix and suffix optimized Synchronous Trace Product net N σ ⊗∗ N Σ for σ = ha, b, d, b, ai
and Σ = {ha, b, ai} (model transition labels are transition labels, not names)
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When the prefix and suffix overlap on both traces, the traces are equal. In this case, we
remove the suffix compression, as the prefix compression then directly connects both start
places and both end places of the Synchronous Trace Product net.
Definition 4.2 (Synchronous Trace Product net with prefix and suffix optimization). Let
N = (P, T, F, λ) be a labelled Petri net. Let σ ∈ E ∗ and ∅ 6= Σ ⊆ T ∗ be a set of firing
sequences from N with hi 6∈ L. Let N Σ = (P Σ , T Σ , F Σ , λΣ ) be the respective multi model
trace net of Σ, and N σ = (P σ , T σ , F σ , λσ ) the trace net of σ. A synchronous trace product
net with prefix and suffix optimization between N σ and N Σ , short N σ ⊗∗ N Σ , is a labelled
∗
∗
∗
∗
Petri net N ⊗∗ N 0 = (P ⊗ , T ⊗ , F ⊗ , λ⊗ ) such that:
∗

• P⊗ = Pσ ∪ PΣ
∗

• T ⊗ = (T σ × {}) ∪ ({} × T Σ )
∪ {(tσi , txj ) ∈ T σ × T Σ | λσ (tσi ) = λ(txj ),
i 6= j ∨ (i = j ∧ i > |LCP (σ, λ(x))|),
|σ|−i 6= |x|−j∨(|σ|−i = |x|−j∧i > |LCS(σ, λ(x))|)} (non-compressed sync. trans.)
∪ {txpre | x ∈ L, |LCP (σ, λ(x))| ≥ 1} ∪ {txsuf | x ∈ L, |LCS(σ, λ(x))| ≥ 1, σ 6= λ(x)}
∗

∗

∗

• F ⊗ = {(p, (t, t0 )) ∈ P ⊗ × T ⊗ | (p, t) ∈ F σ ∨ (p, t0 ) ∈ F Σ }
∗
∗
∪ {((t, t0 ), p) ∈ T ⊗ × P ⊗ | (t, p) ∈ F σ ∨ (t0 , p) ∈ F Σ }
x
x
⊗∗ }
∪ {(pσ0 , txpre ), (pΣ
0 , tpre ) | x ∈ L, tpre ∈ T
∗
∪ (txpre , pσi ), (txpre , pxi ) | txpre ∈ T ⊗ , i = |LCP (λ(x), σ)|}
x
⊗∗ , i = min(|σ| − |LCS(σ, λ(x))|, |LCP (σ, λ(x))|),
∪ {(pσi , txsuf ), (pΣ
j , tsuf ) | tsuf ∈ T
j = min(|x| − |LCS(σ, λ(x))|, |LCP (σ, λ(x))|)}
⊗∗ }
∪ (txsuf , pσ⊥ ), (txsuf , pΣ
⊥ ) | x ∈ L, tsuf ∈ T
∗

∗

• λ⊗ : T ⊗ → (E ∪ {}) × (T ∪ {}) ∪ (E × T )∗ (assuming 6∈ E), such that:
∗

– λ⊗ (t, ) = (λσ (t), ) for t ∈ T σ
∗

– λ⊗ (, t) = (, λΣ (t)) for t ∈ T Σ
∗

– λ⊗ (t, t0 ) = (λσ (t), λΣ (t0 )) for t ∈ T σ , t0 ∈ T Σ
∗

– λ⊗ (txpre ) = h(σ(1), σ(1)), . . . , (σ(i), σ(i))i for i = |LCP (σ, λ(x))|
∗

– λ⊗ (txsuf ) = h(σ(j), σ(j)), . . . , (σ(|σ|), σ(|σ|))i for j = |σ| − |LCS(σ, λ(x))|
Σ
Let mσi and mσf be the initial and final marking of N σ , and accordingly mΣ
i and mf initial
∗
∗
⊗
⊗
σ
Σ
and final marking of N Σ . Then, mi = mσi ]mΣ
i and mf = mf ]mf .

An example for a synchronous trace product net with prefix and suffix optimization is
depicted in Fig. 4.5.
Let N = (P, T, F, λ) be a Petri net. Let σ ∈ E ∗ and ∅ =
6 Σ ⊆ T ∗ be a set of firing sequences
generated from N . The state space of the synchronous trace product net N σ ⊗∗ N Σ with
prefix and suffix optimization has the same number of places than the state space of the
corresponding non-optimized synchronous trace product net N σ ⊗ N Σ . It is possible to
reach the exact same markings than in the non-optimized version of the product net, by
firing transitions only transitions from T σ first and firing transitions from T Σ afterwards
and vice versa.
The number of arcs in the state space decreases given that ∃x ∈ L : LCP (σ, λ(x)) 6= hi
or ∃x ∈ L : LCS(σ, λ(x)) 6= hi. Given a non-trivial LCP , regard a marking [pσi , pxi ] for
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Figure 4.5: An example synchronous trace product net with prefix and suffix optimization
between a trace net N σ with σ = ha, b, ci and a multi model trace net N Σ with Σ =
{ht1 , t3 , t5 i, ht2 , t3 , t4 i}
a x ∈ L, that is in the common prefix. This marking has 3 direct predecessors in the
non-optimal variant, as it is possible to reach the marking via a transition in T σ , or in T Σ ,
or by the synchronizing transition. In the optimized version, the synchronizing transition
is compressed with the other prefix transitions, so there are only two markings to reach
this marking from. An example is depicted in Fig. 4.6. The same holds for a non-trivial
LCS.
By compressing the synchronizing transitions of prefix and suffix into one transition each,
we assume a shortest path to actually use these transitions. However, there are examples
where there exist optimal shortest paths that do not use all of these synchronized transitions, e.g. because they synchronize on a group of synchronized transitions in the middle
of both sequences. But, we show that there also always exists a shortest path that uses
the prefix and suffix compressed transitions. In the proofs, we assume cost functions to
always assign lower costs to synchronized moves than to log or model moves.
Lemma 4.3. Let σ ∈ E ∗ and ∅ 6= Σ ⊆ T ∗ . If in the state space of the synchronous trace
product net N σ ⊗ N Σ , there exists a shortest path with cost c0 for a cost function c, there
also exists a shortest path with cost c0 for an adapted cost function c0 in the state space
of the synchronous trace product net with prefix and suffix optimization, assuming that
c always assigns a lower cost to the synchronized transition (t, t0 ) than to the respective
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Figure 4.6: A potential reachability graph of a synchronous trace product net without
prefix compression (left) and wit prefix compression (right)
single log and model moves (t, ) and (, t0 ).
Proof. Let x be the trace that minimizes the alignment approximation for the given synchronous trace product net. If the shortest path does not consist of any synchronizing
transitions that are compressed into txpre or txsuf , the lemma holds as this shortest path is
already a shortest path in the optimized Product net.
Choose c0 such that c0 (txpre ) is the sum the costs of all transitions compressed into txpre ,
analogous for the suffix compressions. Let {pσi , pxi } = txpre •. To prove the lemma, it is
sufficient to show that there always exists a shortest path via the state [pσi , pxi ] in the
non-optimized Product net, as this path can then directly be converted into a shortest
path in the optimized Product net which is using txpre .
W.l.o.g., assume the shortest path γ found by the algorithm reaches a marking [pσi , p] with
p 6= pxi that is reachable from [pσi , pxi ], without reaching [pσi , pxi ]. ([p, pxi ] with p 6= pσi would
be analogous firing log instead of model moves). As we have a shortest path, we already
∗
know that the part of the path from [pσi , p] to m⊗
f from γ is optimal as well. Hence, if
∗
we construct a shortest path from m⊗
to [pσi , p] with the same cost than in γ, we have
i
another optimal solution to the shortest path problem.
As p 6= pxi and [pσi , p] being reachable from [pσi , pxi ], we already know that to reach [pσi , p],
∗
more model moves than log moves were executed. Then, one shortest path from m⊗
to
i
[pσi , p] is via all synchronizing transitions that are compressed into txpre and then via firing
model moves only until the marking is reached. This is the path that uses the maximal
number of synchronized transitions (hence, the minimal number of log or model moves),
thus it is optimal. The analogous approach holds for txsuf .
To finally prove the correctness of the compression, we prove that an optimal alignment
yielded by a shortest path in the state space of a synchronous trace product net with prefix
and suffix compression has the same cost than an optimal alignment yielded by a shortest
path in the state space of a synchronous trace product net without compression.
Theorem 4.4. Let σ ∈ E ∗ and ∅ =
6 Σ ⊆ T ∗ . Let γ be an alignment yielded by a shortest
σ
path in the state space of N ⊗ N Σ and γ ∗ be an alignment yielded by a shortest path in
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the state space of N σ ⊗∗ N Σ . Then, for any cost function c, c(γ) = c(γ ∗ ).
Proof. W.l.o.g., assume that there exist compressed prefix and suffix transitions in N σ ⊗∗
N Σ from the model trace x ∈ L that yields the optimal alignment. As shown in Lemma
4.3, we already know that there exists a shortest path in the synchronous trace product net
with compression using both prefix and suffix compressed transitions. Hence, there also
exists the same shortest path in the non-compressed product net, which uses the single
synchronized transitions of prefix and suffix. Thereby, both shortest paths yield the same
alignment and hence, both alignments have the same cost.

4.3

Multi trace prefix tree net

To further reduce the number of transitions and places in the synchronous trace product
net, it is also possible to do so on the multi model trace net that represents the model
traces. The following definition allows us to reduce the number of places and transitions
in the multi model trace net by combining places that, when reached by a token, replayed
the same prefix of one of the traces modeled by the multi model trace net.
ht ,t ,t i

tht11 ,t33 i 5
t5
phi

ht i
thi1

pht1 i

ht ,t i
tht11 i 3

t1

pht1 ,t3 i

p⊥

t3

t4
ht ,t ,t i

tht11 ,t33 i 4

Figure 4.7: An example multi trace prefix tree net N Σ for Σ = {ht1 , t3 , t5 i, ht1 , t3 , t4 i}
generated from N1
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Definition 4.3 (Multi trace prefix tree net). Let Σ ⊆ A∗ , L 6= ∅ be a set of traces
with hi 6∈ L. We define the multi trace prefix tree net net of Σ as a labelled Petri net
N Σ = (P Σ , T Σ , F Σ , λΣ ) where:
• P Σ = {pσ1...i | σ ∈ L, 0 ≤ i ≤ |σ| − 1} ∪ {p⊥ }, so for each unique, proper prefix of
any trace in Σ, there exists only one place, plus an end place.
σ

• T Σ = {tσ1...i+1
| σ ∈ L, 0 ≤ i ≤ |σ| − 1}, so for each pair of unique, proper prefixes of
1...i
any trace in Σ that differ in length by 1, there exists a transition (leading from the
shorter to the longer prefix)
σ

σ

• F Σ = {(pσ1...i , tσ1...i+1
) | σ ∈ L, 0 ≤ i ≤ |σ| − 1} ∪ {(tσ1...i+1
, pσ1...i+1 ) | σ ∈ L, 0 ≤ i ≤
1...i
1...i
σ1...|σ|
|σ| − 2} ∪ {(tσ1...|σ|−1 , p⊥ ) | σ ∈ L}
σ

• λΣ (tσ1...i+1
) = σ(i + 1), where σ(i + 1) refers to the (i + 1)-th element in σ
1...i
• mΣ
i = [phi ]
• mΣ
f = [p⊥ ]
Remark that if for each σ, σ 0 ∈ L with σ 6= σ 0 also σ(1) 6= σ 0 (1), then the multi trace prefix
tree net of Σ is a multi model trace net.
An example for a multi trace prefix tree net can be seen in Fig. 4.7
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Evaluation
In this section, we present the experiments, show the results and interpret the outcomes.
We evaluate both the runtime and the approximation error of the different approaches.
We set a focus on the runtime, as the approximation error is highly dependent on the
choice of the model traces, which is outside the scope of our work.

5.1

Experimental Setup

The process mining part of the code is executed using the python library pm4py [23].
We measure the runtime of the alignment calculations using the built-in python library
timeit1 , which is the standard way to measure runtimes in python.
For calculating alignments, we generate different Petri nets for each log using the Inductive
Miner infrequent version from pm4py with different values of noise_threshold, to have
multiple models and are able to find the mean runtime and error for multiple models on
one log. An overview of the generated Petri nets and their properties is given in Table
5.1. For each dataset, we run the experiments for both models and take the mean of all
datapoints generated by both models.
There is yet no way to generate a synchronous trace product net using pre-defined methods
from pm4py. Therefore, when calculating the alignment approximations, we first generate
a synchronous trace product net and then use the predefined algorithms from pm4py to
find the shortest path in the state space with respect to the standard cost function. For the
reason of comparability, we decided to not use the pre-defined alignment calculation function from pm4py for the calculation of the classical approach to get alignments. Rather,
we generate the synchronous product net and then use the algorithms from pm4py to get
the shortest path in the state space. We use two different shortest path algorithms from
pm4py.algo.conformance.alignments.versions, namely dijkstra_no_heuristics and
state_equation_a_star.
To speed up the experiments, we make use of python’s multiprocessing library. To
prevent deadlocks, each process works on an own, independent copy of the log and
model.
1

https://docs.python.org/3/library/timeit.html
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Table 5.1: The models used for conformance checking
model no.
dataset
noise_threshold
no. of places
no. of transitions
no. of silent trans.

1
BPI Ch. 2012
0.2
40
56
40

2
BPI Ch. 2012
0.5
27
39
24

3
BPI Ch. 2017
0.2
74
123
78

4
BPI Ch. 2017
0.5
70
102
56

Table 5.2: The logs used for experiments
no of events
no of cases
no of unique traces
avg. trace length
longest trace length
shortest trace length
no of cases with the most common trace

BPI Challenge 20121
262200
13087
4366
20.04
175
3
3429

BPI Challenge 20172
796685
16692
16692
47.73
180
10
1

We run experiments on two different real-life data sets, namely BPI Challenge 2012 and
BPI Challenge 2017, which can be seen in Table 5.2. We decided to use these two datasets
as they show very different behaviors. While in the first event log, there is one predominant
trace representing almost one third of the cases, in the second log, every trace is unique.
To speed up our experiments, we sample 1/10th of the traces from the logs to compute
the alignment and alignment approximations on.
In a first step, we generate traces from the model. We do this by the play-out algorithm
provided in pm4py.simulation.playout. To ensure that these traces are unique, we keep
a set of all generated traces and only add a trace to the output if it is not already part of
it, and return a set of unique traces.
In our experiments, we measure the runtime and approximation error for a specific number
of generated traces from the model. So, for a number of traces to generate, for each (not
necessarily unique) trace in the log, we generate the traces, build the synchronous product
nets and calculate the shortest paths in their state spaces according to the respective
shortest path algorithm. In the end, we take the mean for each of the logs, i.e. for each
data point we compute the average value over the models and each sampled trace of the
event log.
For each approach, we calculate the alignment for each of the traces from the log, and
then take the average of the results for each trace. Hence, we compare a total of 6 different
approaches. An overview of the approaches we compare is given in Table 5.3.
Our benchmark to compare the other approaches to is the classical version, which means
that we just calculate alignments between a trace from the log and a trace from the model
with the usual alignment algorithm, meaning we generate a synchronous product net and
search for a shortest path in the state space.
1
2

https://data.4tu.nl/articles/BPI_Challenge_2012/12689204
https://data.4tu.nl/articles/BPI_Challenge_2017/12696884
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Table 5.3: Approaches compared in experiments
Name
Classical
All at once
AAO with
prefix/suffix improvement
AAO∗ with
prefix tree
One after
each other
OAO
with
prefix/suffix
improvement

no. of model traces in one net
–
# traces generated from model
# traces generated from model

no. of nets calculated
1
1
1

# traces generated from model

1

1

# traces generated
from model
# traces generated
from model

1

Abbrevation
C
AAO
AAO∗

AAO∗∗
OAO
OAO∗

The first approximation approach is the all at once approach. All at once means that
we take all traces generated from the model, model their behavior in a multi trace net,
generate the synchronous trace product net and calculate the shortest path in the state
space. Improving on this approach, we add prefix and suffix improvements, so we generate
a synchronous trace product net with prefix and suffix improvements as presented in
Chapter 4.
The AAO∗∗ -approach furthermore replaces the multi trace net from AAO∗ with a multi
trace prefix tree net, which should lead to a further reduction in the state space.
We compare these approaches to two other approaches that follow a different idea. In the
OAO approach, we only take one model trace at a time, and instead of just generating
own big synchronous trace product net with all model traces, we generate one model trace
product net for each model trace and take the path with the minimal cost in any of the
nets as our alignment approximation. We can then again improve these nets with the
prefix and suffix improvements, leading to our final approach OAO∗ .
We run the experiments on one server of the cluster of PADS, which allows us to run
parallel processes on 20 cores and 128 GBs of RAM. Each process runs one experiment
for one log, one model and one number of traces to generate from the model at a time,
making sure we parallelize as much as possible.

5.2

Average alignment cost

We recorded the cost of the alignment approximation approaches. As the cost is only
dependent on the quality of the chosen traces, we limit us to present the results and do
not investigate potential improvements to the quality any further, which would lay out of
the scope of this work.
In Fig. 5.1, we measure the average cost of the optimal alignments that were found, using
the standard cost function (i.e. synchronizing transitions have a cost of 0, log and model
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moves have a cost of 1), for the two datasets and two different shortest path algorithms
that we used.
As we always use the same generated traces for all five approaches, we assume to receive
the same alignment costs for all approaches. Furthermore, we expect to see a lower average
alignment cost when generating more traces from the model, because the probability to
generate a better fitting trace increases.
As expected, we do observe the same alignment costs for all approaches, which we take
as validation of our code and concept. It can be seen that when increasing the number of
traces generated from the model, the average alignment cost decreases on both datasets.
However, in both cases there is a gap of almost 300 percent to the optimal alignment
found by the classical approach, which we would consider as the correct alignment. As we
would have expected, exchanging Dijkstra by A∗ has no influence on the average alignment
cost.
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Figure 5.1: Average alignment cost for different approaches, Dataset: 1308 randomly
chosen traces from BPI Challenge 2012 or 1669 randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge
2017, shortest path algorithm: Dijkstra or A∗
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5.3

Runtime

In this section, we especially focus our evaluation of the experiments on the runtime of
the different approaches.

5.3.1

Runtime on BPI Challenge 2012

1.00
0.50
0.00

AAO
AAO∗
AAO∗∗
OAO
OAO∗
C

0.60
Runtime (s)

Runtime (s)

The first set of experiments is done on the BPI Challenge 2012 Event Log. In Figure
5.2, we measure the runtime of the different approaches, both with and without the AAO
approach, and separately measure the time to build the synchronous product net given the
log trace and model traces, and also measure the time that it takes to find the shortest path
given the synchronous trace product net. Afterwards, in Fig. 5.3, we measure the number
of states that Dijkstra’s algorithms visits to find the shortest path, also, we measure the
number of queued states and arcs that it traverses. To further explain our results, we
explicitly measure the number of model places in the synchronous trace product net, and
also how many of these places are visited when searching for the shortest path. We say
that a model place is visited when a marking is visited in which this model place contains
a token in the synchronous trace product net.
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Figure 5.2: Average runtime of alignment approximation approaches, Dataset: 1308 randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge 2012, shortest path algorithm: Dijkstra
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Figure 5.3: Average number of visited states, queued states and traversed arcs, Dataset:
1308 randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge 2012, shortest path algorithm: Dijkstra
We assume to obtain an improvement in runtime using the improved versions of both AAO
and OAO. So, we expect to see a lower runtime of AAO∗ compared to AAO, also AAO∗∗
better than AAO∗ and OAO∗ better than OAO. Moreover, we presume to outperform
C with all approximation methods, at least for some number of traces. We would also
expect to see some cutting point where each of the approximation approaches reach the
benchmark C, again it should be later for the optimized approaches compared to the
non-optimized ones.
As AAO is very slow compared to the other approaches, even for only 10 traces, we did
not consider this approach any further to speed up our experiments.
The quickest of all approaches on BPI 2012 is the all at once approach, while the runtime
of all approaches seems to be linear in the number of generated traces. The improved
versions are quicker than the versions without improvements for both AAO and OAO.
Clearly, AAO∗∗ is the quickest of all approaches, followed by OAO∗ and AAO∗ , which
are almost equally quick. OAO is slower. The classical approach, which we use as a
benchmark, is usually quicker, only for 2 or less generated traces, the approximations are
quicker than the benchmark.
When splitting the total runtime into the two parts that each of the approaches has to
follow: the time to build the synchronous (trace) product net and the time needed to find
the shortest path in the state space. Apparently, AAO∗∗ , AAO∗ and OAO∗ all are almost
equally quick, while OAO take significantly longer. The time for building the product net
is always much lower than the time to find the shortest path. The graph for the time
needed to find the shortest path is very similar to the overall runtime, with AAO∗∗ being
the quickest and reaching the benchmark already at 2 generated traces.
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Figure 5.4: Average number model places and visited model places, Dataset: 1308 randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge 2012, shortest path algorithm: Dijkstra
The graphs in Fig. 5.3 explain this behavior. The approach with the least number of
visited states, queued states and traversed arcs is the AAO∗∗ approach. The order of the
following places is very similar, with the exception that contrarily to the runtime, OAO∗
and AAO∗ are farer away from each other, with OAO∗ having significantly more visited
states, queued states and traversed arcs than AAO∗ . The cutting point with the classical
approach is again at around 2 generated traces from the model. Apparently, already a
small number of model traces requires Dijkstra to visit almost the same amount of states
than for the exact alignment calculation, which causes this approach to only be quicker
than the benchmark C for 1 or 2 model traces. The reason for the high number of visited
states becomes clear when considering Fig. 5.4. Of all the model places in the one or
multiple (in case of OAO) synchronous trace product nets, almost every place is visited
when searching for a shortest path with Dijkstra. This lies in the nature of Dijkstra, which
can be considered as a generalization of breadth-first search. For the OAO approaches,
it is clear that almost each model place has to be visited. For the AAO approaches, all
model traces in the product net are expanded gradually until a final marking is reached.
This leads to a lot of expansions on traces other than the one leading to the minimal
approximation error. As the size of the model is about the size of the multi model trace
net for 2-3 model traces, the exact computation is quicker from that number on.
For comparison, we run experiments with A∗ instead of Dijkstra as the shortest path algorithm. In Fig. 5.5, we again show the total runtime, the time to build the synchronous
(trace) product net, and the time to find the shortest path this product net. We furthermore compute again the average number of visited and queued states and traversed arcs
by A∗ in Fig. 5.6. In Fig. 5.7, we visualize the total runtime to solve Linear Programs,
which shows the time to calculate the heuristic of A∗ . Moreover, we show the number of
LPs that have to be solved to find the shortest path, and the average number of transitions
and places in the synchronous trace product net, which influences the complexity of the
LPs to solve. We expect the results to look equivalent to the results for Dijkstra. As A∗
is considered to be quicker than Dijkstra in the literature because it approximates the
distance to the goal, we assume that the overall runtimes of A∗ are quicker compared to
Dijkstra. Especially the number of states visited for the AAO-based approaches should
be nearly constant, as we would assume that A∗ chooses one of the traces from the multi
model trace net, and solely expands the nodes that belong to this trace.
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Figure 5.5: Average runtime of alignment approximation approaches, Dataset: 1308 randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge 2012, shortest path algorithm: A∗
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Figure 5.6: Average number of visited states, queued states and traversed arcs, Dataset:
1308 randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge 2012, shortest path algorithm: A∗
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Figure 5.7: Time to solve LPs, number of LPs to solve, number of transitions and places in
the synchronous product net, Dataset: 1308 randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge
2012, shortest path algorithm: A∗
All approaches using A∗ are slower compared to the ones using Dijkstra, due to a rather
slow LP solver in pm4py. Also, the results show that the order of the approaches in
terms of runtime is different. When using A∗ , the OAO∗ approach is the fastest, even
outperforming AAO∗∗ which was the quickest when using Dijkstra, which surprisingly is
slower than AAO∗ . Also OAO is quicker than both improved all at once approaches. Up
until 20 model traces, OAO∗ is always quicker than the classical appraoch, OAO hits the
classical benchmark at about 10 traces, AAO∗ and AAO∗∗ at approx. 13. The all at
once approaches no longer show a linear but more quadratic dependency on the number of
model traces. As a result, when taking a number of traces large enough, both approaches
outperform the all at once methods.
The runtime seems to show no analogy to the number of visited and queued states, and
the number of traversed arcs as depicted in Fig. 5.6. Both approaches with a very
low number of visited and queued states and traversed arcs, namely AAO∗ and AAO∗∗ ,
perform surprisingly bad in terms of runtime.
Even though the number of visited states is far smaller for AAO∗ and AAO∗∗ , both
approaches are outperformed by OAO∗ . The main factor for the runtime is the time
needed to solve Linear Programs. As can be seen in Fig. 5.7, this time again grows
quadratically for the AAO approaches, and linearly for OAO ones.
The number of places and transitions in the Synchronous Product Net give an explanation
to that phenomena. The usual Linear Program solving algorithms solve LPs in polynomial
runtime with respect to the number of columns and rows of the program. For the state
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equation, the number of rows corresponds to the number of places of the product net, and
the number of columns corresponds to the number of transitions of the product net. For
OAO, the Linear Programs are on average equally sized, however, the number of Linear
Programs to solve grows linearly with the number of model traces, as for each model
trace, the shortest path problem has to be solved. For AAO-based approaches, the total
number of LPs to solve only shows small linear growth and is almost constant, as the
heuristic leads to the algorithm to stick to one trace. Both the number of places and the
number of transitions of the synchronous product net is growing linearly with the number
of model traces, together leading to a quadratic increase in runtime to solve the LP. For
the exact alignment approach, the number of linear programs to solve is high compared
to AAO∗∗ , and also is mostly above OAO∗ . The synchronous product net has slightly
more transitions and places than the synchronous trace product nets from OAO-based
approaches. This explains why OAO∗ is always quicker than C.

5.3.2

Runtime on BPI Challenge 2017

We conduct the experiments from the previous subsection also for the Event log of the
BPI Challenge 2017. In Fig. 5.8, we visualized the total runtime of the approaches, and
separated the total runtime into the time for building the synchronous (trace) product net
and the time to find the shortest path in the state space. Again, 5.9 covers the average
number of visited and queued states, and traversed arcs by Dijkstra’s algorithm. Also,
we considered the number of model places in the synchronous trace product nets and the
number of visited model places by Dijkstra.
We expect the runtimes for the BPI Challenge 2017 Event Log to be equivalent to the
runtimes for the BPI Challenge 2012. The properties of the log should only have a minor
impact on the runtime.
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Figure 5.8: Average runtime of alignment approximation approaches, Dataset: 1669 randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge 2017, shortest path algorithm: Dijkstra
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Figure 5.9: Average number of visited states, queued states and traversed arcs, Dataset:
1669 randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge 2017, shortest path algorithm: Dijkstra
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Figure 5.10: Average number of model places and visited model places, Dataset: 1669
randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge 2017, shortest path algorithm: Dijkstra
Again, the all at once approach is the fastest, with AAO∗∗ being quickest and OAO∗ and
AAO∗ being almost equally quick behind. The non-optimized OAO approach is about
twice as slow as the optimized variants. The time to build the synchronous product net
is of less importance compared to the time to find the shortest path, which seems to
have the major influence on the total runtime. The cutting point in runtime between the
benchmark C and the approximation approaches for this dataset is already at 1 generated
model trace. Already for 2 model traces, C outperforms all considered approximation
methods.
Fig. 5.9 show very similar results to the results obtained from running the experiments
on the BPI Challenge 2012 dataset. While the OAO∗ approach is quicker in terms of
runtime than the AAO∗ approach, on average using OAO∗ there are more states visited,
queued and als more arcs traversed. It again shows that the main reason for the runtime
is the number of visited states by the shortest path algorithm. Analogous to the runtime,
the number of visited states is higher for all approximation methods from 2 model traces,
explaining why C outperforms all approximation approaches from this point.
Both the prefix and suffix optimization approach and the prefix tree caused a significant
improve in performance for Dijkstra. It can be seen that the number of visited states, i.e.
the number of states that the Dijkstra algorithm expanded on, decreases when using the
improvements, which aligns with what we expected, leading to a shorter runtime.
Analogous to BPI Challenge 2012, as can be derived from Figure 5.10, Dijkstra’s algorithm
visits almost every model place in the synchronous trace product net, as it always expands
to the nearest non-visited marking, which involves all markings where any of the model
places contains a token. This makes the approach very slow, already for a small number of
generated model traces. It also explains why the exact alignment computation is already
quicker for a small number of model traces, as the number of visited model places is already
reached for 2 model traces.
In Fig. 5.11, the runtime of different alignment approximation approaches is measured,
again also splitted into the time to build the synchronous (trace) product net, and to
find the shortest path in it. Also, the approaches are compared to the exact alignment
computation C. Fig. 5.12 consists of the average number to visisted and queued states,
and traversed arcs by the A∗ algorithm to find the shortest path. In Fig. 5.13, we measure
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Figure 5.11: Average runtime of alignment approximation approaches, Dataset: 1669
randomly chosen traces from BPI Challenge 2017, shortest path algorithm: A∗
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For the experiments using A∗ on BPI Challenge 2017, we expect similar results to the
same experiments on the BPI Challenge 2012 Event Log.
From the diagrams in Fig. 5.11, we can infer that the results using A∗ are very similar
between BPI Challenge 2012 and BPI Challenge 2017. OAO and OAO∗ again show linear
growth in runtime, while AAO∗ and AAO∗ ∗ grow quadratically, leading to OAO∗ being
the quickest, followed by OAO, and then AAO∗ ∗ and AAO∗ . The time for building the
synchronous product net again is marginal compared to the time to find the shortest path,
which is the majority part of the runtime of the approimation approaches.
Again, as depicted in Fig. 5.12, the number of visited states is lower for AAO∗ and
AAO∗ ∗, even though they are slower. The same holds for the number of queued states
and traversed arcs. In Fig. 5.13, we see the same behavior that we could observe for BPI
Challenge 2012. The complexity of the Linear Programs, mainly influenced by the number
of places and transitions in the synchronous product net, is again growing quadratically
for approaches following the all at once method, while the LPs in the one after each other
methods are staying constant. With more traces being generated, the number of LPs
to solve for the AAO approaches nearly stays constant, indicating that in those cases,
A∗ manages to search along one model trace leading to the best possible approximation,
while they grow linearly for OAO approaches as the number of synchronous product nets
in which to solve the problem grows proportional to the number of generated model traces.
The Synchronous Product net for exact alignment calculation has a little higher number
of places and transitions than the OAO-based approaches.
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Figure 5.14: Average time to generate model traces and time to calculate classical alignment, Datasets: BPI Challenge 2012, BPI Challenge 2017
To assess the practicability of the approaches in the setting of our experiments, we also
consider the time needed to generate the traces from the model. We take the usual play-out
algorithm to generate traces from a Petri net, and compare the time needed to generate
the traces to the total time it takes to calculate the exact alignment, both for Dijkstra
in A∗ , in Figure 5.14. We thereby consider the runtime of the play-out algorithm from
pm4py to be representative also for the runtime of other approaches to generate traces
from a model.
The runtime increases linearly as the number of traces to generate increases, while reaching
the level of the classical alignment at 5 traces on the BPI Challenge 2012 event log and 3
traces on the BPI Challenge 2017 when using Dijkstra. For A∗ , this level is never reached,
and the time to generate model traces is always far away from the time for the classical
alignment.
Hence, the apporach as presented is only feasible when using A∗ . For Dijkstra, the sample
of traces should rather be given than generated in before the conformance checking, as
it takes almost the time for calculating the exact alignment to generate the traces for
approximating.
In general, when using Dijkstra, the approximation seems not to be very reasonable.
An actual time saving is only reached for a very small number of traces, and even for
this number, the effect is marginal, and the error is extremely high. Also, if the model
traces are not already available, generating traces with the play-out algorithm already
takes more than half of the time needed to calculate a classical alignment. Hence, we
cannot recommend alignment approximations using this approach when using Dijkstra for
shortest paths.
For A∗ , the approximation is absolutely reasonable. Especially the OAO∗ approach leads
to a shorter runtime compared to the exact alignment computation with C. However,
the mistake for randomly generated traces is still very large. As this phenomena is solely
dependent on the choice of the traces, and simply providing the optimal trace would
already improve the approximation error to 0, we consider the problem of generating the
right traces out of the scope of our work.
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5.4

Threats to Validity

There are multiple points that could limit the expressiveness of our experiments.
Both event logs cover the same process. Further experiments can be run to check the
approaches also on other processes to further validate the results, as it could be the case
that some of the observed properties are the caused by specific properties of the process
itself.
The experiments were ran on approximately 1000 random traces from the log. It could be
the case that these traces are specifically bad for the approaches we used and favorable to
the classical alignment, leading to a distortion in the results. Further experiments on the
whole dataset can lead to more accurate results.
Recently, many improvements on the A∗ algorithm were introduced, reducing the amount
of time that is needed to solve the Linear Programs. We would assume that these improvements might lead to a different outcome of the experiments, as in our experiments,
the majority of runtime was needed for solving Linear Programs, which might otherwise
not be a factor as important as in our experiments.
After running first experiments also with AOA, we decided that it is to slow and did
not consider that approach any further. As we did not run any experiments with AOA
using the A∗ algorithm to find the shortest path. As the improved versions of AOA
showed a quadratic growth in runtime and were outperformed by the one after each other
approaches, we assume that this approach would perform worse than AOA∗ and hence
does not need to be considered further.
We ran experiments with 1, 2, 5, 10, 15 and 20 generated model traces. We assume that
these experiments are enough to assess the overall complexity of the approaches in terms of
runtime. However, it is possible that our estimations are wrong and the complexity or order
within the approaches changes when using more traces. Moreover, it could happen that
other factors have an impact on the runtime for a higher number of model traces.
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Conclusion
In this Chapter, we summarize the work from this thesis and give an outlook on potential
further expansions and applications.
In the context of approximating alignments, we proposed multiple approaches to improve
the runtime. We basically provided two approaches, one approach where all model traces
are taken into one synchronous product net and a second one where we generate a synchronous product net for each model trace. We also presented optimizations for both
approaches, it is possible to synchronize over whole common prefixes and suffixes, and
also to combine common prefixes of the model traces into the same places and transitions.
The evaluation shows that for Dijkstra, the optimizations work and the best performing
approach uses the all at once idea. Both optimizations, prefix and suffix synchronizations
and the prefix tree provided an improvement in runtime. However, the improvements
compared to the exact calculation of alignments are marginal and the approximation is
not applicable. For A∗ , the one after each other approaches outperformed the all at once
ones. The prefix tree did not provide an improvement this time, but the prefix-suffix
compression improved the performance of the one after each other approach.
Further improvements on the performance of the all at once approach are still possible.
One of the main possibilities to improve the runtime is reducing the number of states in
the synchronous trace product net. We would assume that AAO∗∗ for Dijkstra can be
improved by replacing the prefix tree by a deterministic acyclic finite state automaton
[24], as it would reduce the state space of the synchronous trace product net even further.
Moreover, it is also possible to calculate alignments using a dynamic programming approach. It would be very interesting to compare this approach to the ones we have here,
to see if further improvements are possible.
Further research can also be done on the selection of the right traces. As the optimal
alignment only needs one "optimal" trace from the model, i.e. one trace that has a minimum distance to the log trace, efficiently finding this trace would have a huge impact on
the approximation error.
Several improvements on the A∗ approach using the state equation were introduced [5, 12].
We plan to compare our approximation techniques also to the improved A∗ versions as
presented in these papers.
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